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Dear fellow photographer,

Meet Cris j and Deanna  

Cris and Deanna Duncan operate CjDuncan Photography, a 
high-end portrait, wedding and commercial studio in 
Lubbock, TX.  
Cris and Deanna truly want what is best for this profession 
and that is why they strive to simply teach Photography. 
The mission statement is simple: 

"To empower photographers with a sense of purpose, 
inspiration and passion all while supplying practical 
applications for their craft, business and life." 

Simply stated, let’s talk photography.  

CjDuncan Photography has flourished for over 15 years in 
a competitive market and continue to be regarded as one of 
the top studios in Texas. Cris is a Master Photographer, 
Certified Professional Photographer and a Photographic 
Craftsman and Deanna is a Master and Photographic 
Craftsman. Since turning pro in 2002, they have 
photographed Presidents, Vice Presidents, dignitaries and 
countless others. Cris has worked for such companies as 
Stephen Joseph, Frito-Lay and Bayer CropScience and 
been honored to photograph numerous weddings, portraits 
and commercial assignments of great people all over this 
land.  

Cris is the recipient of  several awards and honors including 
the Grand Imaging Award/Commercial Category,  3 time 
PPA Photographer of  the Year and a multi-year Texas Top 
10 recipient. Garnered with best portrait, wedding and 
commercial trophies from both TPPA and SWPPA, Cris 
and Deanna have become respected educators and leaders 
in the photographic community.   He is the Executive 
Director of the SPPPA, and the founder of Find your Focus 
photographic education. Cris is also one of only a handful 
of PPA approved CPP instructors.  

Cris and Deanna teach and lead their classes with an honest 
and transparent style. They believe in a “No Secrets” 
approach. We believe that we are in the best profession on 
the planet and want every one of you to succeed and make 
our industry better and stronger.  

   
The Duncan’s believes you will find this message one of  

importance, inspiration and enlightenment.  

Cris j Duncan  
 M. Photog. Cr. CPP 
Deanna Duncan 
 M. Photog.Cr 

2402 Slide Rd-rear 
Lubbock, TX 79407 
806-781-2747 

cjd@cjduncan.com 
www.cjduncan.com  
learn.findyourfocus.org

CRIS&DEE DUNCAN 
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Photography is an art that melds light and subject 
together to create an unforgettable image.  By 
combining your artistic vision with the mastery of 
the technical science of photography, you can 
create the images that you see in your dreams.

It is not a recipe--its knowing what each 
ingredient does so you can create your own 
signature style.  How do you do this?  You learn 
lighting.  Strobes, off-camera, studio, location, 
natural light, mixed light and more--they each can 
help you propel your business.  

Join Cris and Deanna Duncan for a week 
long interactive, hands-on experience where you 
will:

LEARN LIGHTING--Lighting anywhere, in any 
situation with any light

LEARN LIGHTING PRINCIPLES--Why does it do 
that?  How can it work for me?

LEARN TO MAKE A LIVING--Light, compose and 
design with the end in mind to ensure profitable 
sessions

Through fun, challenging exercises, you will 
stretch, laugh, be refreshed and discover new 
tools to add to your photographic skill set.  In a 
relaxed environment, you will explore the 
psychology behind the sales process.  What do 
people want?  How can you light the images in a 
way that speaks to the client?  Lighting for Sales is 
the melding of the technical, psychological and 
artistic parts of photography to allow you to create 
something like no one else.

Don’t forget your camera. This is your time 
to experiment, refine and play so when in sessions 
you can confidently craft images without getting 
flustered.

Whether you have been photographing 
three years or 30, after this class, you will be able 

to combine technical skills with design and 
compositional elements to confidently deliver your 
very best for clients.  Every time.
This can also be offered as a day or seminar 
program. 

Learning Outcomes. - GUARANTEED! 
1. You will learn what any light source will do in any 

situation. 
2. You will learn how to light individuals and groups 

everywhere, every time! 
3. You will learn to create sellable images in any 

environment! studio, location, low-light, etc. 
4. You will learn to use flash/strobe on location and not 

have your images look ‘Flashed”  
5. You will learn portrait, wedding and commercial 

photography/design techniques and why they are 
different. 

6. You will learn how to make more money with your 
photography by maximizing your sales potential!  

7. You will gain confidence in your photography and 
enhance your client interaction 

8. You will learn techniques to cut-down on your post-
production time 

9. You will learn how to go from consult to completion 
and deliver a product your client will love and you 
will be proud of. 

10. You will have a great time and return home a better, 
more complete photographer - GUARANTEED!! 

“Cris and Deanna Duncan” 
Flagship Class - Lighting For Sales”    Beginner/Intermediate 
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      “Cris, your lighting our group with a single source "clicked" with me. Thank you for your 
intuitive teaching style. It really resonated with me.” 

Lori M.-Student, FotoChaos (MO PPA) 

"Cris does an amazing job of  his image designs from concept through execution. His 
presentation at IE was awesome. No ego, no fluff, only solid information with tons of  
enthusiasm.” Don Macgregor - Director, Image Explorations 

"I have been teaching lighting and light theory for just over twenty five years. One of  the 
most gratifying things for me personally is to watch the progress of  young photographers as 
they do their part to elevate our profession and our craft. Cris Duncan has been doing this for a 
while now and he's doing it well.  He has an easy going, Texas style of  teaching coupled with 
solid techniques and proven information.  If  you are looking for a really decent guy to teach a 
class on the topic of  light who knows what he's doing,  I'd be pleased to recommend my friend 
Cris Duncan."  -Tony L. Corbell 

Thank you for coming. I was a pleasure having you here. All the reviews were great and I 
never heard a complaint.  Not a single poor review. 

Thanks again, 
Glenn Cope Director, PPO School 

Just wanted to drop you a note of  thanks for your program the Photographer You Want To 
Be at AZPPA. Your easy going presentation style went over very well with the members. The 
info you presented was clear, correct and entertaining. A great combo for passing on the 
technical lighting message part of  your program. Heard nothing but good things from the 
members. Keep up the good work!!      

     Bob Coates AZ PPA President  

Cris does such a great job explaining lighting in a common sense approach. His engaging 
presentation style was a benefit for new photographers as well as for the more experienced”  

Mark Garber, Affiliate Juror  

I just wanted to tell you how much I appreciated all of  your help. There's just certain 
things you can't read in a book! You are probably the funniest and most up beat photographer I 
have ever met. The way you shoot is simple but I loved all the images you set up!  I really 
enjoyed following you around at Texas PPA I learned so much and I hope to be able to 
implement it all very soon. Thanks so much! 

-Blake, Student at TPPA  

Testimonials 
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Texas School 
Image Explorations  
East Coast School 
Texas PPA 
South Dakota 
Missouri PPA 
Louisiana PPA 
Virginia PPA 
Arizona PPA 
Imaging USA 2012, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 
PPA Online Classes 
Idaho PPA 
Sarah Petty -Joy of  Marketing 

Previous Programs  


